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Abstract: In this study, a lab scale direct membrane filtration (DMF) system using ultrafiltration
membranes was operated to compare synthetic and real wastewater to evaluate their membrane
fouling propensity and the partitioning of organics and nutrients during concentration. For fouling
prevention, cyclic operation was used which consisted of 90 s of filtration followed by 15 s of
relaxation and backwashing conducted every 15 min. The system was tested at a high initial flux of
80 LMH (L/m2·h), and the trials were run until a 90% volume reduction was achieved for each batch.
Both the synthetic and real wastewater showed similar fouling propensities and organic and nutrient
partitioning. The synthetic and real wastewater had an average flux of 46.3 LMH and 28.5 LMH
and an average total chemical oxygen demand rejection of 90.3% and 83.1% after 30 h of operation,
respectively. The recovery of organics was similar in both influents, resulting in 65.5% and 64.0% of
the total chemical oxygen demand concentrations in the concentrate stream for synthetic and real
wastewaters, respectively. The total phosphorous and nitrogen concentrations were also similar in
terms of rejection rates resulting in 85% and 78% for the synthetic and 89% and 65% for the fresh
WWs, respectively. The comparison revealed that synthetic wastewater, though not identical to real
wastewater, can serve as a surrogate in DMF studies. This will help to remove one of the key sources
of variability in current DMF studies and will allow for more rapid development of DMF technology.

Keywords: direct membrane filtration; synthetic wastewater; municipal wastewater; ultrafiltration

1. Introduction

The conventional activated sludge (CAS) process has become the global standard
for centralized treatment of municipal wastewaters. When properly implemented, CAS
can transform polluted wastewater into water that can be recycled or safely discharged
into the environment. While CAS has been vital in reducing the environmental impact
of urban areas, it comes at the cost of high energy requirements [1] and large volumes of
biosolids that are challenging to manage [2]. Anaerobic digestion (AD) of wastewater has
been proposed as a more sustainable alternative to CAS, as the organics in wastewater
can be converted into biogas, a form or renewable energy [3]. AD also has a lower energy
requirement than CAS as it does not require aeration. While AD is often used for industrial
wastewater treatment and sludge stabilization, domestic wastewater is too dilute and cold
to be effectively treated by AD. For this reason, it is suggested that only high-strength
wastewater (those containing a chemical oxygen demand (COD) concentration greater than
1500–2000 mg/L) be treated using AD [4]. The low strength of domestic wastewater has
been one of the primary barriers to using AD for municipal wastewater treatment.

Low pressure filtration can be used to concentrate domestic wastewater through a
process called direct membrane filtration (DMF). The goal of DMF is to produce two streams
including a high-strength, low-volume concentrate stream and a low-strength, large-volume
permeate that can undergo lighter treatment before being recycled or discharged. Studies
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have indicated that microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration (UF) can concentrate between
70 and 90% of the organics in domestic wastewater [5,6]. DMF is appealing as it is easy to
control and monitor, has low capital costs, and can handle discontinuous operation better
than biological systems [5,7].

Despite the appeal of the process, the main drawback of DMF remains membrane
fouling [8–10]. Fouling causes an increase in resistance to filtration over time, which can
lead to both lower operating fluxes and higher transmembrane pressures (TMPs). De-
pending on the unique characteristics of the wastewater undergoing treatment, a variety
of different compounds can be responsible for membrane fouling. These include small
colloidal and large suspended particles, inert and adsorptive macromolecules, low molecu-
lar weight organics, biological substances, and cations which can contribute to inorganic
scaling [11]. Depending on the wastewater characteristics, operational conditions, and
membrane properties, different fouling mechanisms can determine the fouling that is
ultimately observed.

As fouling is the primary limitation of DMF, research has focused on fouling miti-
gation strategies. The most common noninvasive fouling control methods tested include
backflushing with air at different intensities, combination of hydraulic and mechanical
cleaning, backwashing (BW) with permeate or DI water, relaxation (RX, pausing the filtra-
tion for short periods of time), using scouring agents such as granular activated carbon to
break down the dynamic membrane layer and for removing soluble organics [12,13]. These
physical/mechanical cleaning methods are often applied during the filtration process to
decrease cake layer formation and prevent pore clogging. While the results of DMF studies
are promising, often their results cannot be universally applied. In most cases, the fouling
mitigation strategies are tested with unique reactor configurations, membrane types and
materials, operational parameters, and perhaps most importantly wastewater compositions.
From the extensive body of membrane bioreactor literature, which has parallels to the DMF
literature, it is known that each of these testing parameters have profound effects on the
membrane fouling rates observed in the corresponding trials [5,6,14,15]. Even for studies
using the same experimental conditions, the natural variability of wastewater can obfuscate
experimental results [6,16,17]. Domestic wastewater is also known to have large hourly,
seasonal, and regional variability that can limit the universal applicability of the fouling
mitigation strategies employed in individual studies [3].

Although testing with real wastewater is necessary for technology demonstration and
validation, DMF is still a nascent technology that can benefit from further development
using a stable synthetic wastewater. By using the same synthetic wastewater, differences
in process configuration, fouling mitigation strategies, and operational differences be-
tween studies can be accurately assessed. Surrogate wastes are often used to elucidate
fundamental mechanisms at play within treatment processes [15]. Synthetic wastewater is
reproduceable, safer to handle, and exhibits less variability compared to real wastewater.
Synthetic wastewater has been extensively used in wastewater treatment research and
been thoroughly vetted [18,19]; however, DMF research has not leveraged the benefits of
using synthetic wastewater. This research investigated the use of a synthetic wastewater for
batch DMF trials. The surrogate was compared to real wastewater to assess the similarities
and differences between the two in terms of fouling propensity and the separation and
concentration of organics and nutrients. The strengths and limitations of using synthetic
wastewater for DMF trails were evaluated. If synthetic wastewater can mimic key prop-
erties of real wastewater, it would allow for more rapid development of DMF process
configurations, fouling mitigation strategies, and operational optimization.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup and Feedwater

A laboratory-scale DMF skid was constructed consisting of a 56 L conical square
tank used as a concentrate tank (CT) which was connected to a custom-built membrane
module. The module contained polyvinylidene fluoride X-Flow ultrafiltration (UF) tubular
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membranes with a diameter of 5.2 mm (Pentair, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and was operated
in an external cross-flow configuration (Figures 1 and A1) (60 ◦C maximum temperature,
500 kPa maximum TMP). The membranes had a nominal pore size of 0.03 µm and 0.25 m2

of active filtration area. The system used four pumps: one centrifuge pump for the mem-
brane feed (Magnus VSG-6000, Sunpole, Naka-Ku Hiroshima, Japan) and three peristaltic
pumps for CT feed, permeation, and backwashing (Cole Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA).
The membrane was also equipped with three pressure transducers for monitoring the
transmembrane pressure (TMP) (Cole-Parmer, EW-68075-32, Vernon Hills, IL, USA). The
transducers were placed at the feed, concentrate, and permeate sides of the membrane.
Pressure was constantly recorded (1 s sampling, 1 min logging intervals) using HOBOware
software version 3.7.19 (ONSET, U30, Bourne, MA, USA).
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Figure 1. Process flow diagram for the DMF skid.

Three different influents were tested, the first being primary effluent from a local
wastewater (WW) treatment plant (City of Largo WW Treatment Plant, Tampa, FL, USA)
that was manually collected and transported in carboys. Prior to collection, the primary
effluent was well mixed to ensure a representative sample was collected. As the primary
effluent was stronger than typical domestic wastewater, the second influent tested was
a diluted primary effluent, subsequently referred to as diluted WW, while the primary
effluent was referred to as undiluted WW. The WW was diluted eight times using tap water
to reduce the solids content to conventional domestic wastewater levels.

The third influent tested was synthetic wastewater, called complex organic particulate
artificial sewage (COPAS) as described by Prieto et al. [20]. This synthetic sewage was
selected due to the close approximation to the chemical and compositional characteristics
of real domestic wastewater [21]. The feed solution was prepared using 417.7 g of finely
ground and sieved (1.7 mm maximum particle diameter) COPAS per liter of tap water. The
fresh wastewater was sieved through the same particle size diameter sieve to remove any
debris that might clog the membrane before being introduced into the process. Continuous
mixing of the feed solution was provided in the feed preparation tank using an overhead
mixer. Characteristics of the three influents are summarized in Table 1. COPAS is composed
of 92% volatile solids and 8% ash. Proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids composition are 40%,
43%, and 17%, while the elemental composition of carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorous were
48.1%, 6.35%, and 1.57%, respectively (CODt/wt ratio, γ = 1.17).
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Table 1. Feed characteristics for COPAS, diluted WW, and undiluted WW.

Parameters
COPAS Diluted WW Undiluted WW

Conc., mg/L STDev Conc., mg/L STDev Conc., mg/L STDev

Total Solids (TS) 417.7 15.3 705.9 94.6 2067.1 10.8
Volatile Solids (VS) 307.3 10.2 277.7 57.2 1363.8 44.6

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 198.4 12.5 165.0 25.7 1101.7 14.1
Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS) 168.1 9.7 141.3 20.4 961.7 7.1

Total Chemical Oxygen Demand (tCOD) 500.0 43.0 329.4 18.9 1797.8 38.5
Soluble Chemical Oxygen Demand (sCOD) 83.0 4.0 76.1 9.4 529.2 14.7

Total Phosphorous (TP) 30.7 0.9 10.3 0.6 49.5 3.1
Soluble Phosphorous (sTP) 7.4 0.8 2.0 0.5 11.8 0.3

Total Nitrogen (TN) 14.0 1.5 10.9 2.8 52.9 4.8
Soluble Nitrogen (sTN) 3.0 0.4 4.2 1.0 25.7 1.0

Ammonia (NH3) ND 1 NA 2 4.2 0.1 25.6 0.1

Note: 1: Not detected. 2: Not applicable.

2.2. System Operation

The DMF skid was operated in batch mode and was used to compare the fouling
propensities and removal efficiencies of the three influents. For each trial, the CT was filled
with wastewater (Vfeed) and subsequently filtered to generate a high-strength concentrate.
When the concentrate reached a predetermined volume (Vconcentrate), filtration was stopped.
The final concentrate volume was dictated by the desired concentration factor (CF), defined
as the initial feed volume divided by the concentrate volume (CF = Vfeed/Vconcentrate). In
each batch trial, the aim was to achieve a 90% volume reduction, referred to as a CF10 run.
To observe the particulate settleability of COPAS, two lower CF runs of CF2 and CF5 were
conducted prior to the CF10 runs. When the desired CF was reached, the concentrate was
drained from the CT. After draining, a substantial amount of solids was observed to adhere
to the CT sidewalls. To recover the adhered material, 0.25–0.5 L of tap water was used to
rinse the sidewalls, and this water was combined with the concentrate. A small fraction of
the material was not recovered due to strong adhesion onto tank walls. The CF10 DMF
trials were repeated four times for both COPAS and diluted WW. The undiluted WW was
only run once.

Filtration was set with an initial instantaneous flux of 80 LMH and cross flow velocity
of 1.43 m/s. Frequent RX and BW were used for fouling mitigation, as developed in a
previous study [12]. The filtration cycles consisted of 90 s of filtration followed by 15 s of RX.
Every 9 cycles of filtration and RX, a BW of 20 s was conducted at 32 LMH. Combined, RX
and BW corresponded to 16.1% of total filtration time (155 s of off time and 810 s of filtration
time), thereby reducing the effective flux by 16.1% of the instantaneous flux. The batches
were repeated until the membrane TMP reached 1 bar, which took four consecutive CF10
runs for both diluted WW and COPAS. The batches were often conducted the following
day, or up to 40 h apart, with the exception of the second CF10 COPAS batch which was
operated after a one-week hiatus.

2.3. Membrane Cleaning Procedure

The membrane module was chemically cleaned between the COPAS and the real WW
trials. For cleaning, the module was decoupled from the CT using valving and was rinsed
with tap water to remove any accumulated material. Rinsing was followed by chemical
cleaning consisting of a 500 ppm NaClO solution prepared in tap water. The cleaning
solution was simultaneously added to the module through the feed and backwash lines
for 30 min, with a BW flux of 32 LMH. After 30 min of NaClO exposure, the module was
drained, and the membrane was rinsed with tap water for 30 min at 32 LMH to remove any
remaining NaClO. Following the initial process, the same cleaning procedure was repeated
with a 500 ppm citric acid solution. All chemical cleaning was completed in 1 h. Finally,
the membrane permeability was characterized based on the specific flux (L/ m2·h·bar).
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If the cleaned membrane had a permeability greater than 90% of the virgin membrane’s
permeability, it was returned to service. If the permeability was less, the cleaning procedure
was conducted again.

2.4. Monitoring Parameters and Analytical Methods

Permeate and concentrate samples were analyzed for total solids (TS), volatile solids
(VS), total suspended solids (TSS), volatile suspended solids (VSS), total chemical oxygen
demand (tCOD), soluble chemical oxygen demand (sCOD), total nitrogen (TN), ammonia
(NH3-N), total phosphorous (TP), and turbidity. All CODs, TN, NH3-N, TP, for collected
samples were measured weekly using Hach HR digestion vials and Hach Testin TubeTM
vials (Hach company, Loveland, CO, USA). Samples were centrifuged at 3000 RPM for
20 min and the supernatant was used to represent the soluble sample fraction.

3. Results
3.1. Membrane Performance and Flux Decline

When filtering both synthetic and real WW, the membrane experienced significant
fouling and clogging during batch operations (Figures A2 and A3). For diluted WW, the
initial instantaneous flux of 77 LMH quickly decreased to below 50 LMH in 5 h (Figure 2).
A similar trend was observed with the membrane’s TMP, with the TMP reaching 0.7 bar
within 5 h. After 5 h of operation, the flux decline became more gradual with the average
flux decreasing to 35.6 LMH. The TMP also stabilized around 0.8 bar during the last 15 h
of operation. The rapid initial decline was likely due to cake layer formation, as can be
expected at high operating fluxes. During the initial stages of filtration, intermediate pore
blocking and cake layer formation are often the dominant fouling mechanisms [22]. This
occurs when filtering real WW due to the high solid content, as the solids are larger than
the membrane pores and thus accumulate on the membrane surface [23,24]. The undiluted
WW had the worst performance with a drop in flux to 35 LMH and a rise in TMP to 0.7 bar
in 1 h. As the undiluted WW was significantly stronger than COPAS, it was not considered
for subsequent comparisons. When filtering COPAS, the initial flux decline was not as
severe as the diluted WW batches. The instantaneous flux was set at 80 LMH, and an
average flux of 75 LMH was observed in the first 10 h.

At the beginning of each CF10 operation, a small flux recovery was observed for both
the diluted WW and COPAS. As the operations were conducted with long dormancy peri-
ods between each CF10 batch run, the pauses likely served as prolonged RX events, leading
to the decompression of the cake layer. It should be noted that the COPAS CF10 batches
were started after one CF2 and one CF5 operation. This was carried out to investigate the
particle settleability and recovery before starting the CF10 operations. As the membrane
was not cleaned after these two batches, the initial TMP for the first COPAS CF10 operation
was around 0.2 bar, whereas the diluted WW operation had an initial TMP of 0.1 bar. The
duration for both of the CF2 and CF5 batches was approximately 5 h which was equivalent
to one CF10 run.

The COPAS batches had better initial TMP performance, achieving a slightly lower
increase compared to the diluted WW trials. A TMP increase of 0.7 bar, corresponding to
an average fouling rate of 34.2 mbar·h−1, was observed after 12 h. The diluted WW fouling
rate was higher at 86.6 mbar·h−1 during the initial 12 h of operation (Figure 3). When
filtering COPAS, a rapid flux decline started after 10 h and continued until the process
terminated. Even though the flux dropped, the rate was not as severe as with diluted WW.
Temporary flux recovery from the periods between batches was also observed with COPAS,
similar to those observed with diluted WW. Although the initial flux decline and TMP
increase were lower than with diluted WW, neither parameter stabilized during the COPAS
batches (Figure 2). COPAS had a slightly higher adhesive property compared to real WW
and was difficult to remove from the membrane and plumbing, as was observed during
the CF2 and CF5 batches (Figures A2 and A3). This property likely prevented the cake
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layer from decompressing during relaxation, which explains why the flux and TMP never
stabilized during the COPAS trials (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Temporal profiles for membrane flux and TMP: (A) four CF10 runs in sequence with diluted
WW and one CF10 run with undiluted WW; (B) one CF2, one CF5, and four CF10 runs in sequence
with COPAS. The vertical dotted lines represent each batch run.
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The initial TMP profiles for both COPAS and diluted WW had distinct patterns. This
was likely due to the slow solubilization rate of COPAS compared to the more stable
diluted WW. As COPAS was prepared 30 min prior to the beginning of each batch, it did
not have time to fully solubilize. Evidence for this can be found when comparing the
tCOD concentrations in the permeate and concentrate streams for COPAS between batches
(Tables 2 and 3). The concentrate tCOD and loss to the permeate for the first CF10 batches
were 3956 mg·L−1 and 8.3% for COPAS and 2014 mg·L−1 and 31.5% for diluted WW,
respectively. This indicated that during the first CF10 run, COPAS had a higher fraction of
particulates than the diluted WW, and these particles were effectively rejected. However, in
later batches, when the flux decline resulted in longer processing times (going from 3–4 h to
12 h), solubilization increased, and the percentage of tCOD lost to the permeate increased
to 27.3%. This increase in solubility was not observed in the diluted WW batches. While the
initial percentage of tCOD lost to the permeate for the diluted WW was 31.5%, subsequent
batches had progressively decreasing fractions of 22%, 15.7%, and 14.4%, respectively. This
indicates that the solubilization of particulates was minimal within the diluted WW batches.
The initial formation of a dense cake layer also likely improved the retention of colloidal
and soluble organics, resulting in lower losses of tCOD in the permeate in the later batches
of the diluted WW.

Table 2. Water quality for the COPAS CF10 batches (STDEVs were given in Appendix D).

Parameters 1st
CF10

2nd
CF10

3rd
CF10

4th
CF10

Final concentrate volume, L 5.5 5.4 5.34 3.7
Total filtration time, min 212 220 335 740
Total permeate volume, L 56.6 56.4 56.6 58.7
Average effective flux, LMH 64.1 61.5 40.5 19.0
CF after rinsing, by volume 10.4 10.7 11.1 15.0
CF after rinsing, by COD 7.9 8.2 8.2 5.5
Volume reduction after rinsing. % 90.4 90.7 91.0 93.3
tCOD in the influent, mg/L 500 500 500 500
tCOD in the permeate, mg/L 38 50.7 48.7 73.6
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameters 1st
CF10

2nd
CF10

3rd
CF10

4th
CF10

tCOD in the concentrate, mg/L 3956 4080 4090 2744
% tCOD rejection 93.1% 90.8% 91.1% 86.3%
% tCOD in the concentrate 75.9% 76.1% 73.5% 36.7%
% tCOD retained in the CT and membranes 17.3% 14.7% 17.6% 49.6%
% tCOD lost to perm (with deposits in the system) 6.9% 9.2% 8.9% 13.7%
% tCOD lost to perm (without deposits in the system) 8.3% 10.8% 10.8% 27.3%
% solids in the concentrate 75.9% 76.1% 73.5% 36.7%

Table 3. Water quality for the dilute and undiluted WW CF10 (STDEVs were given in Appendix D).

Diluted WW Undiluted WW

Parameters 1st
CF10

2nd
CF10

3rd
CF10

4th
CF10 CF10

Final concentrate volume, L 4.7 4.8 4.7 5.1 4.9
Feed TS, mg/L 634 616 767 806 2067
Concentrate TS, mg/L 2249 1787 2786 2308 8517
Feed TSS, mg/L 173 137 154 197 1102
Concentrate TSS, mg/L 1613 1207 1586 1637 7833
Total filtration time, min 335 425 575 727 550
Total permeate production volume, L 56.9 53.9 57.0 56.8 56.8
Average flux, LMH 40.8 30.4 23.8 18.8 24.8
CF after rinsing, by volume 11.9 11.6 12.6 10.8 11.3
CF after rinsing, by COD 6.6 7.3 8.6 7.5 7.3
Volume reduction after rinsing. % 91.6% 91.4% 92.1% 90.7% 91.2%
tCOD in the influent, mg/L 303 294 355 366 1798
tCOD in the permeate, mg/L 85 57 49 47 310
tCOD in the concentrate, mg/L 2014 2137 3057 2738 13,073
% tCOD rejection 74.0% 81.0% 86.2% 87.2% %83
% tCOD in the concentrate 56% 63% 68% 69% 64%
% TSS retained in the CT and membranes 20.8% 23.3% 18.3% 22.0% 36.6%
% tCOD retained in the CT and membranes 18.5% 19.5% 19.1% 19.0% 20.1%
% tCOD lost to perm (with deposits in the system) 25.7% 17.7% 12.7% 11.7% 15.7%
% tCOD lost to perm (without deposits in the system) 31.5% 22.0% 15.7% 14.4% 19.7%
% solids in the concentrate 30.0% 25.2% 28.8% 26.8% 36.7%
% suspended solids in the concentrate 79.2% 76.7% 81.7% 78.0% 63.4%

Both COPAS and diluted WW had similar final fouling behaviors even though differ-
ent patterns were initially observed. Both influents fouled the membrane after 4 or 5 CF10
batches, corresponding to 32 and 34 h for COPAS and diluted WW, respectively. However, it
must be noted that even though COPAS had slightly better flux performance, the TMP and
flux never stabilized and continued to deteriorate. In contrast, the TMP for the diluted WW
stabilized after 6 h and likely could have continued further with minimal flux reduction.
The final fluxes before the trials were terminated and were 20 and 10 LMH for diluted
WW and COPAS, respectively. Average flow rates for the entire operations were 11.4 and
6.5 L/h for COPAS and diluted WW, processing a total of 287 L (228 L of four CF10 and
59 L of one CF2 and CF5 batches) and 225 L of permeate, respectively (Tables 2 and 3). As a
result of the initial cake formation, the diluted WW had a higher filtration resistance and
fouling rate. However, this was not the case with COPAS due to a lower solubilization rate
leading to delayed cake formation and lower filtration resistance during the early stages
of operation (Figure 3). Even though different resistance patterns and fouling rates oc-
curred for both influents, the total resistances for the entire duration were similar, reaching
322 × 1012 m−1 and 358 × 1012 m−1 for COPAS and diluted WW, respectively.

The initial fouling rates likely would have been similar if additional time was pro-
vided for COPAS stabilization. In a study using a synthetic wastewater derived from
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dry dog food, Kargol et al. soaked their solution for 24 h prior to use [19]. This longer
stabilization time helped fully solubilize the dry dog food. A longer soaking time for
COPAS is recommended for future studies. After multiple hours of operation, COPAS
exhibited a stronger fouling propensity than the diluted WW. This may have been due
to the higher COD and TSS concentrations found in the COPAS mixture compared to the
diluted WW. This does indicate that successful fouling mitigation strategies developed
when using COPAS will likely work when applied to real wastewater of similar strengths.
Future studies investigating the exact nature and composition of the fouling that occurs
when using COPAS can provide greater insight into the key differences between real and
artificial sewage.

3.2. Removal and Recovery

Both COPAS and diluted WW showed similar rejection efficiencies in terms of COD,
TN, and TP (Tables 2–4). The final average volume CF and COD increase in the concentrate
stream for the four CF10 operations were 11.8, 7.4 and 11.7, 7.5 for COPAS and diluted
WW, respectively. This means that for an approximately 90% volume reduction, the COD
concentration increased 7.4 and 7.5 times in the final concentrate for COPAS and diluted
WW, respectively. Even though slightly different concentration factors and fouling patterns
were observed for both influents, the average organic recovery was similar, achieving 65.5%
and 64.0% for COPAS and diluted WW, respectively. This compares to a recovery rate
of 54% by Nascimento and Miranda (2021), 50% by Sugiyama et al. (2022), 45–75% by
Lateef et al. (2013), and 45% by the control study presented in Yang et al. (2023) [4,17,25].
Some DMF studies indicate higher organic recovery rates; however, these studies employ
pretreatment strategies, such as flocculation, to aid in the recovery of sCOD [25,26]. The
recovery rate of organics is dictated by the sCOD/tCOD ratio, CF, and extent to which
organics pass unimpeded through the membrane, which is best described by the tCOD
rejection rate.

Table 4. Nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations for all CF10 batches (STDEVs were given in
Appendix D).

COPAS 1st
CF10

2nd
CF10

3rd
CF10

4th
CF10

TP influent, mg/L 31 31 31 31
TP permeate, mg/L 6.4 5.0 4.3 2.8
TP concentrate, mg/L 54.8 49.2 60.5 47.0
TN influent, mg/L 14 14 14 14
TN permeate, mg/L 2.5 1.2 3.7 4.8
TN concentrate, mg/L 138 142 148 130
NH3 influent, mg/L ND 1 ND ND ND
NH3 permeate, mg/L 1.3 0.8 0.9 0.8
NH3 concentrate, mg/L 0.5 1.1 0.3 21.5
TP CF by concentration 1.8 1.6 2.0 1.5
TN CF by concentration 9.8 10.1 10.5 9.2
TP rejection, % 79% 84% 86% 91%
TN rejection, % 82% 92% 74% 66%

Diluted WW 1st
CF10

2nd
CF10

3rd
CF10

4th
CF10

Undiluted WW
CF10

TP influent, mg/L 10.0 7.1 10.5 13.5 49.5
TP permeate, mg/L 0.9 0.1 1.8 0.7 9.0
TP concentrate, mg/L 48.8 93.9 114.4 86.2 398.4
TN influent, mg/L 3.0 1.1 7.3 5.3 25.7
TN permeate, mg/L 12.4 9.4 17.8 15.4 60.0
TN concentrate, mg/L 100.0 72.4 110.6 94.2 415.6
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Table 4. Cont.

COPAS 1st
CF10

2nd
CF10

3rd
CF10

4th
CF10

NH3 influent, mg/L 2.0 3.7 6.1 5.1 25.6
NH3 permeate, mg/L 0.8 2.2 4.3 4.5 17.8
NH3 concentrate, mg/L 0.8 1.0 3.2 2.3 18.9
TP CF by concentration 4.9 13.2 10.9 6.4 8.1
TN CF by concentration 11.7 8.7 8.2 7.0 7.9
TP rejection, % 91% 99% 83% 94% 82%
TN rejection, % 71% 69% 66% 62% 63%

Note: 1: Not detected.

The average tCOD rejection by the membrane was 90.3% for COPAS and 83.1% for
diluted WW. Both values closely align with the literature values of 89–94% observed by
Men et al. (2023), 81–97.9% by Nascimento and Miranda (2021), and between 60 and 80%
for Jin et al. (2016) [7,17,27]. On average, the COPAS tCOD rejection rates were slightly
higher than for the diluted WW batches, which increased the final tCOD concentrations
in the concentrate. Higher COD values towards the end of each batch increased the COD
losses to the permeate. COD losses to the permeate were driven by sCOD concentrations,
with COPAS having 16% of tCOD, while diluted WW had 23%. This compares well to
the sCOD/tCOD fractions observed by Men et al. of 12% (2023) and 18% in Nascimento
and Miranda (2021) [7,17]. The slower solubilization rate of COPAS also influenced the
permeate and concentrate qualities. This effect was not observed in the diluted WW batches.
In fact, the longer the process duration, the less tCOD was present in the permeate with the
real WW. This can be partially explained by the rapid cake layer formation, which reduced
the flux but also likely served as a barrier to sCOD [28]. As a result of the initial cake layer
formation, more soluble products were captured over time by this barrier, which resulted
in the lower permeate tCOD concentrations in the latter operations.

The overall recovery rates for tCOD were 65.5% and 64.0% in COPAS and diluted
WW, respectively. The missing organic fraction was either lost to the permeate or was
unrecovered from the CT and membrane module. The average %tCOD lost to the permeate
and deposited on the DMF hardware were 9.7% and 24.8% for the COPAS and 16.9% and
19.4% for the diluted WW, respectively. The deposition of solids in a CT is a common
occurrence and issue with DMF [4,29,30]. If not removed, solids can adhere to plumbing
and hardware, reducing the final organic recovery rate. Aeration, a fouling mitigation
strategy used with submersible membranes, can also reduce recovery rates by promoting
bacterial growth and degradation of organics [4,26,27,30,31]. External membranes are better
suited for the recovery of organics as they can rely on fouling mitigation strategies such as
RX and BW that do not promote bacterial growth.

The average TP and TN rejection rates were 85%, 78% and 92%, 67% for COPAS
and diluted WW, respectively. This compares to TN rejection rates between 20 and 24%
observed in Men et al. (2023) and 36% in Yang et al. (2023) and TP rejection rates of 21–42%
in Men et al. (2023) and 44% in Sugiyama et al. (2022) [6,7,25]. The TN and TP rejection rates
of this study were significantly higher than those presented in the literature, likely reflecting
a compositional difference between COPAS and real WW. TN and TP rejection rates for
both diluted WW and COPAS fluctuated, and trends between individual batches were not
apparent. However, TP rejection rates for COPAS gradually increased, while TN rejection
rates gradually decreased as the number of batches progressed (Figure A4). This trend was
likely caused by the slow solubilization rate of COPAS and the development of a cake layer
formation which prevented phosphorous from bleeding into the permeate. The declining
retention of TN was also likely due to the conversion of organic nitrogen into ammonia. In
the final CF10 COPAS batch, ammonia concentrations increased approximately 20 times in
the concentrate compared to the previous CF10 operations (Figure A4), even though no
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ammonia was present in the synthetic feed solution. This was not observed in the shorter
duration operations.

Overall, COPAS had a very similar average organic recovery rate to that of the diluted
WW and was slightly above the average values presented in the DMF literature. The tCOD
rejection rates for COPAS were close to those observed with dilute wastewater and well
within the ranges presented in other studies. However, both TN and TP rejection rates
for COPAS were substantially higher than those observed in other studies, likely due to
the nitrogen and phosphorus being bound in organic forms and being easily filtered. This
indicates that COPAS can serve as an adequate artificial WW for studies primarily focused
on mimicking COD and organic partitioning; however, for studies desiring an accurate
partitioning of nutrients, COPAS would have to be further modified.

4. Conclusions

The batch DMF operations of COPAS and diluted WW showed similar results in terms
of fouling behaviors after prolonged operation. The total resistances for the entire duration
were 322 × 1012 m−1 and 358 × 1012 m−1 for COPAS and diluted WW, respectively. The
predominant fouling mechanism for both influents was cake layer formation and resulted
in approximately 30 h operations before the TMP reached 1 bar. Despite these similarities,
COPAS was less stable compared to diluted WW and the progressive solubilization of
COPAS resulted in better fouling behavior in early batches while worse fouling behavior in
longer duration batches. Ensuring sufficient maturation of COPAS prior to trials will likely
improve the stability of the feed material and its similarity to real WW.

Both influents had high organic recovery rates and stable permeate qualities. Overall
COD, TN, and TP rejection rates were 90.3%, 78.3%, 85% for COPAS and 83.1%, 91.6%,
67.2% for diluted WW, respectively. COD recovery and rejection rates for COPAS fell within
the range of values presented in the literature and closely mirrored the values of the diluted
WW used in this study. However, TN and TP values for COPAS were significantly higher
than values reported in the literature. The fouled membranes were effectively restored with
chemical cleaning. The 1 h cleaning procedure completely removed irreversible fouling.
Permeability tests revealed that chemically cleaned membranes achieved similar specific
flux values as new membranes (1050 LMH/bar). While COPAS is not a perfect analog
for the real domestic wastewater tested, as exhibited by the initial differences in fouling
rates, it does exhibit similar removal rates for key constituents. COPAS once stabilized
also exhibits similar fouling mechanisms (cake layer formation) and has stronger adhesion
compared to the WW tested. Taken as a whole, COPAS can serve as an adequate surrogate
for DMF system modification, optimization, and lab-scale testing.
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Appendix D

Table A1. Standard deviations for Tables 2–4.

COPAS 1st CF10 2nd CF10 3rd CF10 4th CF10

tCOD in the permeate, mg/L 19.9 35.6 24.4 20.7

tCOD in the concentrate, mg/L 219 137 326.3 68.2

Diluted WW 1st CF10 2nd CF10 3rd CF10 4th CF10 Undiluted CF10

Concentrate TS, mg/L 5.9 22.1 11.3 13.2 31.1

Feed TSS, mg/L 5 5 4 5 14

Concentrate TSS, mg/L 26.5 49.5 42.4 7.1 70.7

total TS in the feed, mg/L 13.2 12.9 16.0 11.0 10.8

tCOD in the feed, mg/L 17.1 28.2 11.8 18.5 38.5

tCOD in the permeate, mg/L 6 7 13 8 30.6

tCOD in the concentrate, mg/L 88 65 32 59 130

COPAS 1st CF10 2nd CF10 3rd CF10 4th CF10

TP influent, mg/L 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

TP permeate, mg/L 0.2 1.0 0.5 0.9

TP concentrate, mg/L 7.6 1.3 3.9 6.7

TN influent, mg/L 2 2 2 2

TN permeate, mg/L 0.5 0.4 1.9 1.7

TN concentrate, mg/L 6.0 2.7 1.4 0.8

NH3 influent, mg/L NA 1 NA NA NA

NH3 permeate, mg/L 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05

NH3 concentrate, mg/L 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.58

Diluted WW 1st CF10 2nd CF10 3rd CF10 4th CF10 Undiluted CF10

TP influent, mg/L 1.1 0.4 0.6 0.4 3.1

TP permeate, mg/L 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3

TP concentrate, mg/L 3.8 3.0 2.0 3.0 15.0

TN influent, mg/L 0.7 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.0

TN permeate, mg/L 0.7 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.1

TN concentrate, mg/L 21.8 3.1 10.7 3.5 24.0

NH3 influent, mg/L 0.17 0.10 0.13 0.08 0.11

NH3 permeate, mg/L 0.17 0.31 0.13 0.12 0.57

NH3 concentrate, mg/L 0.17 0.13 0.12 0.17 2.51

Note: 1: Not applicable.
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